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About FPAC
 Work on behalf of wood,, pulp
p p and p
paper
p
producers at both the national and international
levels representing industry interests on a wide
variety of issues
issues, particularly those related to the
economy, trade, and the environment
 21 member companies
Values:
 Results-oriented
 Proactive
 Information/science based
 Collaborative
fpac.ca
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Presentation Overview
 The Case for Change
 Four Pillars of Transformation

 The Biopathways Project
 NB Opportunity
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Why We Need to Change
Average ROCE in the Forest Products Industry, By Region (1998‐2008)
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The need to change the traditional business model is supported by
the low historical ROCE numbers throughout the global industry.
While the Canadian forest industry has been among the worst
performing over the past decade, even the best performing regions
are unable to earn their cost of capital over a cycle.
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Why We Need to Change
 Some conventional forest industryy p
products
are not earning their cost of capital under
current or historical conditions
• Future predictions are dire for some grades

 There is an urgent need to get out of the
commodit trap
commodity
 FPAC goal to support sector transformation
with policy analysis and decision making
framework/data
fpac.ca
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Positioning For The Future
 A4
4‐pronged
pronged strategy to respond to the
changing competitive landscape:
1.
2
2.
3.
4.

fpac.ca

Enhancing our competitiveness
Di
Diversifying
if i markets
k
Capitalizing on our green credentials
Maximizing value extraction
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Pillar 1: Enhancing our Competitiveness
 Strategic
g investments in strongest
g assets and
rationalizing others ‐ a necessary, difficult
step
 Our track record is world class
Fact: The Canadian forest sector has consistently
outperformed the general economy in terms of
labour capital,
labour,
capital and multi‐factor
multi factor productivity growth.
growth
Fact: Canada’s forest products industry is one of the
few Canadian industries that has higher productivity
and consistently outperformed its U.S. counterpart
fpac.ca
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Our Productivity Gains
The forest sector enjoys higher productivity than
the Canadian economy in general
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Source of Data: Statistics Canada
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Role of Government
• Government p
policyy is p
playing
y g an ever increasingg role
in determining our competitiveness:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Tax policy influences investment in productivity
enhancements
Forest management and fibre access
Environmental regulations on climate; air; water; species
Energy policies
li i
Transportation
Responding to threats from outside our borders

• FPAC is actively working with governments on
understanding impact of their policies on national
forest sector
fpac.ca
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Pillar 2: Diversifying Markets
 Already the world
world’ss most successful forest
products exporting nation
• Canada’s largest exporter to Asia

 But we continue to grow the pie and chase
the growth markets in
• Asia
• Non‐residential applications in NA

 Industry‐government partnership is critical
• Canada Wood, Wood First, LEAF, etc.
fpac.ca
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Pillar 3: Building Our Green Credentials
 The ggrowingg demand for ggreen p
products is verifiable
 Green credentials are increasingly a condition of sale
 FPAC members are ahead of global competition:
Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement
Zero illegal logging
Third party certification (condition of membership)
Significant track record in reducing emissions and recycling
Energy efficiency improvements and renewable energy
generation
• Commitment to carbon neutrality across our value chain by
2015

•
•
•
•
•
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Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement
 Building
g on long-standing
g
g relationships
p
 CBFA
• New collaborative relationship
• 3-year commitment: suspension of logging/suspension of
campaigns
• Solution space

 FPAC members commit to the highest
environmental standards of forest management
and conservation.
 Environmental organizations commit to global
recognition and support for FPAC members’
efforts.
fpac.ca
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Pillar 4: Value Extraction
 Pursuit of p
precedingg 3 strategies
g are
necessary, but insufficient, to achieve
transformation
 Transformational
f
l opportunities llie in Business
model innovation (products and services),
which is the driving force for change
• Value extracted vs. value added
• Product diversification (e.g. bioproducts,
bi
biomaterials,
i l bioenergy)
bi
)
• Value chain optimization
• Partnerships
fpac.ca
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Transformation Principle
 To make money; to protect/grow jobs and to support rural
communities
 Allocate every fiber to the production of highest value added

fpac.ca
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Biopathways Project
 Year long collaboration between FPAC,
federal and provincial governments,
academics and FPInnovations
 First phase of project about establishing
baseline info, in particular:
• Assessing the market readiness of emerging
bioenergy and bioproduct technologies
• Quantifying key financial,
financial social and
environmental metrics of emerging and existing
technologies
• Analyzing economic fibre supply
fpac.ca
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Project Approach
 Analyzed 36 traditional/emerging
technologies under different scenarios

Region

Size of Plant

Bus
Bus. Cycle

 Key metrics include:
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• ROCE;
• Employment and GDP multipliers;
• Carbon
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Project Findings
 We need to change
 Some traditional products are not expected
to earn an acceptable
p
ROCE in a normalized
environment
g
is
 The outlook for the lumber segment
strong, and it provides the cornerstone for a
competitive forest and bioenergy industry
 The pulp & paper segment has the potential
to be transformed under a biorefinery
scenario
i
fpac.ca
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Project Findings, (cont’d)
 Almost all bio‐energy and bio‐chemical
options are more economically attractive
when integrated with forest industry
operations
 The forest industry has employment
multipliers that are dramatically higher than
those offered by the bulk production of bio‐
energy
gy
 Establishing partnerships will be critical to
accelerating
g the industry’s
y transformation
f
fpac.ca
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Response
 Overwhelming support for project and vision
it outlines across the country
 Enthusiasm from ggovernments who were
beginning to “write us off”
p
g attention of other players
p y
 Capturing
• Chemical, energy, technology companies

fpac.ca
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Enabling Funding
 Canadian government is recognizing role of
forest industry in bio‐area with a variety of
dedicated funds
• Pilot Scale Demo Program ($40M)
• PPGTP ($1B)
• IFIT ($100M)

 Other funds with broad applicability
• $
$500M SDTC biofuels fund and $500M
$
ecoEnergy
for Biofuels fund

 Diverse array of provincial programs
fpac.ca
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Phase II Deliverables
 Phase II of p
project
j is nearingg completion;
p
; increased
emphasis on biochems and biomaterials over Phase I
• Market Assessments for biochemicals; biomaterials and
bioenergy
• “Deep Dive” to illustrate detailed business model changes
• Additional technology modelling
• Carbon
C b footprints
f
i off technologies
h l i
• Scenario analysis
• Biopathway Roadmaps

 Public release of new information early 2011
 Next emphasis “value” pathways
fpac.ca
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So What?
 NB has opportunity to shape outcome and
speed of forest industry transformation in
province
• Leveraged funding arrangements; partnerships;
deal brokering; etc

 But challenges/doubts
h ll
/d b exist
• Current economic hardship of industry
• Is forest sector leadership up
p to the task?
• What about sector’s capacity to innovate?

fpac.ca
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A Changing Landscape
 Industry is responding
• Slow but real
• Leadership is growing and ‘new forest industry’
emerging

 $100M IFIT program: proof point?
• 64 projects; 6 weeks; forest sector led; $1.3B
• Real transformative projects exist and are being
developed
• Second call ~ May 2011

fpac.ca
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Food for Thought: NB Opportunities
 Consider biopathways findings in policy review and
formation
• Support NB’s traditional sector as foundation for new
• Adopt an integrated model for jobs and economic return
• Use
U models
d l as ‘decision‐making
‘d i i
ki fframework’
k’ if possible
ibl

 Develop suite of enabling policies and programs
• Position NB Forest sector projects favourably in federal
f di mechanisms
funding
h i
• Provide policy certainty on fibre access

 Expand view of products from NB Forest Industry
• Higher value; niche markets; improved economics
• They all support bioeconomy and forest industry
transformation

fpac.ca

 Facilitate
l
partnerships
h between
b
forest
f
sector and
d other
h
key players
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In summary
 The industryy is evolvingg
 We need to get ahead of the curve to not only
take full advantage of opportunities, but to
survive
 Biopathways points the way
• Integration
g
is keyy
• Partnerships are critical
• Provincial policies can play a make it or break it role

 We’ve found the path,
path now lets work together to
accelerate transformation
• NB = ‘open for business’
fpac.ca
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FPAC Members
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Thank you
plansbergen@fpac.ca
p
g @p
613‐563‐1441x306
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